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QiVi 428 Series

Collaborative chairs
Collaborative seating
promotes comfort for long
periods of time and promotes movement, offers
automatic and intuitive
adjustments, and supports
multiple postures.
• QiVi 428 Series
• cobi 434 Series
• Node 480 Series

Adjustability Features
c 		QiVi
See page 24 for
a comparison to
		
428 Series
other chairs
Mechanisms
360°-swivel
Seat Adjustments
Pneumatic height
Gliding seat
Back Adjustments
Self adjusting
Pivoting back
Other Features
Foot ring height (stool)
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Steel Seating

QiVi 428 Series

········································································································································

········································································································································

QiVi is a family of seating,
inspired by collaboration
and designed to encourage
movement and support
various postures. With its
pivoting backrest and gliding
seat, QiVi adjusts automatically to provide comfort for
extended periods of time.

Arms are painted aluminum
with a soft touch painted
plastic arm cap. Polished
aluminum arms are available
as an option.
Seat height adjusts 41⁄ 2"
from 171⁄ 2"H to 22"H with
a pneumatic adjustment
mechanism.

Back frame, seat shell,
and arm caps are plastic
and will always coordinate
finish color.

Frame is painted steel with
a soft touch painted plastic
arm cap. Polished chrome is
available as an option.

Hard plastic glides are
standard, soft glides are
available as an option.

Casters have hard, dualwheels that roll smoothly
on carpets. They are 21⁄ 2"
for increased mobility. Soft,
dark grey treaded, dualwheel roll-control casters
are available for use on
hard floors or mats. Stools
are standard with 2" hard
casters. Soft casters are
available as an option.
Tip: Do not roll the chair
across asphalt during installation as this may damage
the casters.
276

Pivoting back rotates 15°
automatically, encouraging
movement and sitting in
multiple postures.

Gliding seat has a 1"
range. Movement is automatic and follows the user
as they shift postures. A
fixed seat is available as an
option.
Five-arm base is plastic,
a polished aluminum base is
available as an option.

Seating Specification Guide
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Seat height adjusts
pneumatically. To lower, pull
lever up while seated. To
raise, pull lever up and keep
your weight off the chair.

4"

Foot ring height on
stools adjusts by first lifting
ring and rotating it counterclockwise to unlock. Then
raise or lower ring up to 4"
to desired position before
rotating it clockwise to lock.
The foot ring has a diameter
of 20".

Back Adjustments
15°

Pivoting back automatically follows the natural
motion of your back as you
recline, encouraging movement and supporting multiple postures. The backrest
pivot range is 15° and will
return to the neutral position
when the user is not applying pressure to the back.
Other features

Soft wheel casters for
hard floors on five-arm
base models are available for specific applications.
Hard glides come
standard on sled base
chairs, soft glides are
available as an option.

Back Upholstery
QiVi Net (back only)
• QN01 Wasabi
• QN02 Licorice
• QN03 Tangerine
• QN04 Graphite
• QN05 Malt
• QN06 Coconut
• QN07 Scarlet
• QN08 Blue Jay
• QN10 Aubergine
• QN11 Peacock
• QN12 Jungle
• QN13 Merlot
• QN14 Honey
• QN15 Lagoon
• QN16 Saffron
Seat Upholstery
• Cogent: Connect fabric
• Fabric
• Fabric with soil-retardant
treatment (option)
• Leather
• Elmosoft Leather
• Select Surfaces leather
• Vinyl
• COM
• COL
Tip: Some Steelcase seating
fabrics are available with
and without a stitched detail
on the seat. See seating
upholstery matrix for details.
Lux Coatings
QiVi sled-base chairs (base
only)
• 4B20 Obsidian
• 4B22 Matte Brass
• 4B23 Burnished Bronze
• 4B24 Night Bronze
• 4B25 Matte Copper
• 4B26 Smoked Mica
• 4B27 Blue Steel
• 4B28 Silver Lilac
• 4B29 Cast Iron
• 4B30 Bright Gold
Plastic components
Back frame, seat shell, and
arm caps
• 6009 Arctic White
• 6205 Black
• 6249 Platinum
Tip: Only one finish can be
selected for all three plastic
components.

Casters and glides
• 6205 Black
Foot ring on stools
• 6205 Black
• 6249 Platinum
• 7241 Arctic White

Tip: Foot ring and cylinder on
stool will coordinate to match
the base color.
All Steelcase seating
with standard upholstery fabrics complies
with requirements of the
State of California Technical
Bulletin 117-2013. All standard seating is labeled to be
in compliance with California
117-2013.

Programs &
Services

c See the Surface Materials
Reference Manual for further
detail about programs and
services offered for seating.

The Customer’s Own
Material (COM) Program
offers the opportunity for customers to select fabrics that
are not offered through the
standard Steelcase surface
materials program for use on
Steelcase products. Through
the COM program, Steelcase
will test your materials for
application on Steelcase
products. Once approved,
you can place your order.
Steelcase will facilitate the
entire ordering process and
give you a production schedule. Steelcase will order the
COM fabric directly from
the textile manufacturer.
For up-to-date information
regarding fabric test results
for all COM fabrics and
details regarding yardage
requirements for most
Seating lines, visit the COM
website. To locate the COM
website:
• Visit www.steelcase.com

cQiVi 428 Series, continued 277

QiVi 428 Series

Stacking density for
sled-base stacking
chairs is three on the floor.
Bases on the stacking chairs
have a slight bend at the
front of each leg.

41/2"

Gliding seat automatically
glides forward and back,
adjusting to the natural
motion of your body. The
seat glides within a 1" range
and returns to a neutral position when the user leaves
the seat. The gliding seat is
a standard feature, a fixed
seat option is available.

c See surface materials on
page 590 for specific avail
ability or refer to the Surface
Materials Reference Manual
for further information.

Base, frame, and arms
• 6205 Black
• 7241 Textured Arctic White
• 4799 Platinum Metallic
• 8046 Polished Aluminum
(five-arm only)
• 9201 Polished Chrome
(sled only)

········································································································································

QiVi ships standard
assembled and uncartoned.
Cartoned shipment is
available as an option.

Seat Adjustments

1"

Surface Materials

········································································································································

360° adjustable height
swivel mechanism is
standard on five-arm base
models.

Adjustability instructions are
included with every swivelbase chair. Instructions
can also be found at
www.steelcase.com.

········································································································································

Sled-base is available
with arms only.

Adjustment
Features

········································································································································

Five-arm base chairs
and stools are available
with and without arms.

········································································································································

········································································································································

Product Details

Steel Seating

QiVi 428 Series, continued

Contact your Steelcase
Solutions Fulfillment
Team Representative
at 1.888.STEELCASE
(1.888.783.3522)
or send an email to
lineone@steelcase.com.
Fire Codes
cSee page 604 for upholstery fabrics available for
use with FCS modification.
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Printed Materials
c QiVi Brochure
(13-0000592)
cQiVi User Guide
(13-0000217)
Online Resources
c QiVi technical animation
available on SteelcaseTV
YouTube channel
cQiVi Commercial available
on SteelcaseTV YouTube
channel
cEnvironmental profiles
available on
www.steelcase.com/
sustainability.

········································································································································

Extended lead times may be
necessary for this service.

Local codes may have
special requirements for
upholstery.

Resources

········································································································································

For soil-retardant treatment
on COMs, please select
"Soil-Retardant Treatment"
under "Optional Accessories."
Minimums or additional yardage may be required. Please
contact the vendor directly for
specific information.

Dimensions
c Page 280

········································································································································

Soil-retardant treatment is
available on all other seating fabrics at an additional
upcharge per seating unit.
To order this option, please
select "Soil-Retardant
Treatment" under "Optional
Accessories."

Steelcase offers Fire Code
Seating modification (FCS)
on some seating models.
The most rigorous fire codes
in the nation have been
developed in California, and
the Steelcase FCS modification is designed to meet
those codes. Fire Code
Seating (FCS) indicates that
a product is constructed
to meet the strict fire code
requirements of high public
occupancy areas such as
theaters, meeting rooms,
and lobbies. The FCS
standards will meet the
State of California Bureau
of Electronic and Appliance
Repair, Home Furnishings,
and Thermal Insulation
Technical Bulletin 133 (Cal
TB 133). Boston adopted
the California Bureau of
Electronic and Appliance
Repair, Home Furnishings,
and Thermal Insulation
Technical Bulletin TB 133
test standard in 1992.

········································································································································

For information on soil
retardant fabrics on Select
Surfaces, please refer to the
Surface Materials Reference
Manual.

········································································································································

········································································································································

Soil retardants are treatments that provide long-term
soil and stain resistance to
a fabric without affecting
the shade or the integrity
of the fabric. The following
Steelcase Textiles are available pre-treated with soil
retardant. (You do not need
to select the soil-retardant
option for these fabrics and
incur the upcharge.)
• Jacks
• Link
• Spyder
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Dimensions
QiVi 428 Series

DFeatures
d
d
d

DOverall			
DSeat
dDepth
Width
Height
dDepth
d			d
d			d

DFunctional
dSeat
dDepth
d

DSeat
dWidth
d
d

DSeat
dHeight
dfrom
dFloor

DRing
dHeight
dfrom
dFloor

DBack
dWidth
d
d

DBack
dHeight
dfrom
dSeat

QiVi 428 Series
Collaborative Chairs									

221⁄ 16"
*221⁄ 2"
331⁄ 4"–381⁄ 8" 197⁄ 8"
181⁄ 2"
181⁄ 2"
171⁄ 2"–22"
N.A.
18"
161⁄ 2"
													
Sled-Base Chairs										

		
221⁄ 8"
221⁄ 16"
34"
197⁄ 8"
181⁄ 2"
181⁄ 2"
181⁄ 2"
N.A.
18"
161⁄ 2"
													
Stools											
221⁄ 16"
d

*221⁄ 2"

381⁄ 4"–461⁄ 2" 197⁄ 8"

d

d

181⁄ 2"
d

181⁄ 2"
d

22"–301⁄ 4"
d

101⁄ 2"–141⁄ 2" 18"
d

d

161⁄ 2"
d

*Overall width does not include the base.
The diameter of the chair with the five-arm base is 26".

Overall width
221/2"W: Chair and stool
221/16"W: Sled-Base chair

Width between arms
20"W

Overall depth
221/16"D: Chair and stool
221/8"D: Sled-Base chair

Back width
18"W

Seat-to-back angle
96°: Chair and stool
98°: Sled-Base chair

Overall height
331/4"H to 381/8"H: Chair
34"H: Sled-Base chair
381/4"H to 461/2"H: Stool

Arm to Floor
26"H to 31"H: Chair
27"H: Sled-Base chair
313/4"H to 391/2"H: Stool

Seat height
171/2"H to 22"H: Chair
181/2"H: Sled-Base chair
22"H to 301/4"H: Stool

Seat pan angle
0°: Chair and stool
1°: Sled-Base chair

Back lumbar height
10"H

Seat width
181/2"W
280
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DBack
dLumbar
dHeight
d

DWidth
dBetween
dArms
d

DArm
dto
dFloor
d

DArm
dHeight
dfrom
dSeat

DSeat
dPan
dAngle
d

DAngle
dBetween
dSeat and
dBack

Collaborative Chairs

10"
20"
26"–31"
													

8 1⁄ 2"

0°

96°

27"

8 1⁄ 2"

1°

98°

313⁄ 4"–391⁄ 2"

81⁄ 2"

0°

96°

Sled-Base Chairs

10"
20"
													
Stools
10"
d

20"
d

d

d

d

d

QiVi 428 Series
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QiVi 428 Series Collaborative Chair

Standard Includes		 Required to Specify
c Need help?
Product details,
page 276

• 41⁄ 2" pneumatic seat-height adjustment (171⁄ 2" to 22")
• Arms, if selected: 6205 black plastic to match base
• Seat shell, outer back, and soft touch arm caps: plastic
• Five-arm base: 6205 black plastic
• QiVi Net upholstery on back
• 15° pivoting backrest
• Standard upholstery design on seat: fabric price group 1
• 1" gliding seat
• 21⁄ 2"-diameter, hard-composition, dual-wheel casters:
black

Options

Tip: Always add suffixes
in alphabetical order when
specifying options to QiVi
seating.
Tip: Leather and vinyl
upcharges are in addition to
sewn upholstery upcharge.

Tip: Fire Code Seating
(FCS) option is available
with certain upholstery
fabric choices only.
cPage 604

For Canadian Pricing
Multiply U.S. Price by the
Canadian price factor.
See page 1 for details.
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U.S. Price		 Required to Specify

Surface		 Upholstery on seat
Materials
• Fabric price group 1
No cost		 Specify fabric color number.
• Fabric price group 2
No cost		 Specify fabric color number.
• Fabric price group 3
+$ 28		 Specify fabric color number.
• Fabric price group 4
+$ 37		 Specify fabric color number.
• Fabric price group 5
+$ 44		 Specify fabric color number.
• Fabric price group 6
+$ 54		 Specify fabric color number.
• Fabric price group 7
+$ 65		 Specify fabric color number.
• Fabric price group 8
+$ 81		 Specify fabric color number.
• Fabric price group 9
+$ 99		 Specify fabric color number.
• Fabric price group 10
+$114		 Specify fabric color number.
• Steelcase leather upholstery
+$186		 Add suffix S to the style number and
					 specify leather color number.
• Select Surfaces leather price group 1 +$186		 Add suffix S to the style number and
					 specify Select Surfaces leather price
					 group 1.
				
c See Surface Materials Reference Manual.
• Elmosoft leather upholstery
+$215		 Add suffix S to the style number and
					 specify Elmosoft leather color number.
• Select Surfaces leather price group 2 +$215		 Add suffix S to the style number and
					 specify Select Surfaces leather price
					 group 2.
				
c See Surface Materials Reference Manual.
• Sewn upholstery
+$ 45		 Add suffix S to the style number.
• Steelcase vinyl
No cost		 Add suffix S to the style number
					 and specify vinyl color number.
• Customer’s Own Material (COM)
No cost
c See Surface Materials Reference Manual.
• Customer’s Own Leather (COL)
No cost		 Add suffix S to the style number and
					 specify leather color number.
• Fire Code Seating (FCS)
+$ 43		 Add suffix F to style number.
• Soil-retardant treatment applied to
+$ 28		 Specify with soil-retardant treatment.
		 upholstery fabric
Arctic white
Platinum metallic
Polished aluminum
Lux Coatings

+$ 62		
+$ 62		
+$141		
+$231		

Specify with 6009 Arctic White.
Specify with 4799 Platinum Metallic.
Specify with polished aluminum.
Specify Lux Coatings color number.

Base

•
•
•
•

Arms

• Armless	–$ 71		 Specify without arms.

Gliding Seat

• Fixed seat 	–$ 36		 Specify with fixed seat.

Casters
• Soft, dark grey treaded, dual-wheel
		 roll-control casters for use on hard
		 floors
c Detailed dimensions,
page 280

1 Style number
2 Plastic color number for base
3 Plastic color number for seat shell, outer
back shell, and arm caps, if selected
4 QiVi Net color number for
upholstery on back
5 Fabric color number for
upholstery on seat
6 Options, if selected (see below)
c See Surface Materials, page 590.

+$ 28		 Specify with soft roll-control casters.

Specification Information
DStyle
dNumber
d

DU.S. Base
dPrice
d

428510
d

$928
d
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QiVi 428 Series Collaborative Stool

QiVi 428 Series
Collaborative Stool

Standard Includes		 Required to Specify
c Need help?
Product details,
page 276

• 81⁄ 4" pneumatic seat-height adjustment (22" to 301⁄ 4")
• Arms, if selected: 6205 black plastic to match base
• Seat shell, outer back, and soft touch arm caps: plastic
• Five-arm base: 6205 black plastic
• QiVi Net upholstery on back
• 15° pivoting backrest
• Standard upholstery design on seat: Fabric price group 1
• 1" gliding seat
• Adjustable foot ring: plastic color
• 2"-diameter, hard-composition, dual-wheel casters: black

Options

Tip: Always add suffixes
in alphabetical order when
specifying options to QiVi
seating.

Tip: Fire Code Seating
(FCS) option is available
with certain upholstery
fabric choices only.
cPage 604

For Canadian Pricing
Multiply U.S. Price by the
Canadian price factor.
See page 1 for details.
Seating Specification Guide

+$ 62		 Specify with 6009 Arctic White.
+$ 62		 Specify with 4799 Platinum Metallic.
+$231		 Specify Lux Coatings color number.

Base

• Arctic white
• Platinum metallic
• Lux Coatings

Arms

• Armless	–$ 71		 Specify without arms.

Gliding Seat

• Fixed seat 	–$ 36		 Specify with fixed seat.

Casters
• Soft, dark grey treaded, dual-wheel
		 roll-control casters for use on hard
		 floors
c Detailed dimensions,
page 280

U.S. Price		 Required to Specify

Surface		 Upholstery on seat
Materials
• Fabric price group 1
No cost		 Specify fabric color number.
• Fabric price group 2
No cost		 Specify fabric color number.
• Fabric price group 3
+$ 28		 Specify fabric color number.
• Fabric price group 4
+$ 37		 Specify fabric color number.
• Fabric price group 5
+$ 44		 Specify fabric color number.
• Fabric price group 6
+$ 54		 Specify fabric color number.
• Fabric price group 7
+$ 65		 Specify fabric color number.
• Fabric price group 8
+$ 81		 Specify fabric color number.
• Fabric price group 9
+$ 99		 Specify fabric color number.
• Fabric price group 10
+$114		 Specify fabric color number.
• Steelcase leather upholstery
+$186		 Add suffix S to the style number and
					 specify leather color number.
• Select Surfaces leather price group 1 +$186		 Add suffix S to the style number and
					 specify Select Surfaces leather price
					 group 1.
				
c See Surface Materials Reference Manual.
• Elmosoft leather upholstery
+$215		 Add suffix S to the style number and
					 specify Elmosoft leather color number.
• Select Surfaces leather price group 2 +$215		 Add suffix S to the style number and
					 specify Select Surfaces leather price
					 group 2.
				
c See Surface Materials Reference Manual.
• Sewn upholstery
+$ 45		 Add suffix S to the style number.
• Steelcase vinyl
No cost		 Add suffix S to the style number
					 and specify vinyl color number.
• Customer’s Own Material (COM)
No cost
c See Surface Materials Reference Manual.
• Customer’s Own Leather (COL)
No cost		 Add suffix S to the style number and
					 specify leather color number.
• Fire Code Seating (FCS)
+$ 43		 Add suffix F to style number.
• Soil-retardant treatment applied to
+$ 28		 Specify with soil-retardant treatment.
		 upholstery fabric

+$ 28		 Specify with soft roll-control casters.

Specification Information
DStyle
dNumber
d

DU.S. Base
dPrice
d

428710
d

$1297
d
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QiVi 428 Series

Tip: Leather and vinyl
upcharges are in addition to
sewn upholstery upcharge.

1 Style number
2 Plastic color number for
base and foot ring
3 Plastic color number for seat shell, outer
back shell, and arm caps, if selected
4 QiVi Net color number for
upholstery on back
5 Fabric color number for
upholstery on seat
6 Options, if selected (see below)
c See Surface Materials, page 590.

Steel Seating

QiVi 428 Series Sled-Base Multi-Use Chairs

Standard Includes		 Required to Specify
c Need help?
Product details,
page 276

• Frame: 6205 black plastic to match base
• Base, seat shell, outer back, and soft touch arm caps:
plastic
• QiVi Net upholstery on back
• 15° pivoting backrest
• Standard upholstery design on seat: fabric price group 1
• 1" gliding seat

Options

Tip: Always add suffixes
in alphabetical order
when specifying options
to QiVi seating.
Tip: Leather and vinyl
upcharges are in addition to
sewn upholstery upcharge.

Tip: Fire Code Seating
(FCS) option is available
with certain upholstery
fabric choices only.
c Page 604
c See page 277 for a list
of Lux Coatings finish
numbers.

1 Style number
2 Plastic color number for base
3 Plastic color number for, seat shell, outer
back shell, and arm caps, if selected
4 QiVi Net color number for
upholstery on back
5 Fabric color number for
upholstery on seat
6 Options, if selected (see below)
c See Surface Materials, page 590.

U.S. Price		 Required to Specify

Surface		 Upholstery on seat
Materials
• Fabric price group 1
No cost		 Specify fabric color number.
• Fabric price group 2
No cost		 Specify fabric color number.
• Fabric price group 3
+$ 28		 Specify fabric color number.
• Fabric price group 4
+$ 37		 Specify fabric color number.
• Fabric price group 5
+$ 44		 Specify fabric color number.
• Fabric price group 6
+$ 54		 Specify fabric color number.
• Fabric price group 7
+$ 65		 Specify fabric color number.
• Fabric price group 8
+$ 81		 Specify fabric color number.
• Fabric price group 9
+$ 99		 Specify fabric color number.
• Fabric price group 10
+$114		 Specify fabric color number.
• Steelcase leather upholstery
+$186		 Add suffix S to the style number and
					 specify leather color number.
• Select Surfaces leather price group 1 +$186		 Add suffix S to the style number and
					 specify Select Surfaces leather price
					 group 1.
				
c See Surface Materials Reference Manual.
• Elmosoft leather upholstery
+$215		 Add suffix S to the style number and
					 specify Elmosoft leather color number.
• Select Surfaces leather price group 2 +$215		 Add suffix S to the style number and
					 specify Select Surfaces leather price
					 group 2.
				
c See Surface Materials Reference Manual.
• Sewn upholstery
+$ 45		 Add suffix S to the style number.
• Steelcase vinyl
No cost		 Add suffix S to the style number and
					 specify vinyl color number.
• Customer’s Own Material (COM)
No cost
c See Surface Materials Reference Manual.
• Customer’s Own Leather (COL)
No cost		 Add suffix S to the style number and
					 specify leather color number.
• Fire Code Seating (FCS)
+$ 43		 Add suffix F to style number.
• Soil-retardant treatment applied to
+$ 28		 Specify with soil-retardant treatment.
		 upholstery fabric
Arctic white
Platinum metallic
Lux Coatings
Polished chrome

+$ 62		
+$ 62		
+$135 		
+$170		

Specify with 6009 Arctic White.
Specify with 4799 Platinum Metallic.
Specify Lux Coatings color number.
Specify with polished chrome.

Base

•
•
•
•

Gliding Seat

• Fixed seat 	–$ 36		 Specify with fixed seat.

• Hard glides for use on carpeted floors No cost		 Specify with hard glides.
• Soft glides for use on non-carpeted
+$   6		 Specify with soft glides.
		 floors
Glides

c Detailed dimensions,
page 280

For Canadian Pricing
Multiply U.S. Price by the
Canadian price factor.
See page 1 for details.
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Steel Seating
QiVi 428 Series Sled-Base
Multi-Use Chairs

Specification Information
DStyle
dNumber
d
d

DU.S.
dBase
dPrice
d

Sled-Base
428310
d

$757
d

Stacking Sled-Base
428910
d

d

$757

QiVi 428 Series

For Canadian Pricing
Multiply U.S. Price by the
Canadian price factor.
See page 1 for details.
Seating Specification Guide
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